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One of the most talked-about pieces at 
last year’s Milan Furniture Fair was not 

a new release by some up-and-coming 
creative. It was a timber armchair designed 
in 1954 by Gio Ponti, who died in 1979 aged 
87. At the showroom of Molteni&C, a 
re-edition of the slouchy, slightly wing-
backed chair – catalogued as D.156.3 – in 
black lacquer with orange upholstery, was 
unveiled to great fanfare; while only a few 
blocks away on the via Durini, Cassina 
unpacked an identical chair – although its 
was displayed in battleship grey with 
putty-hued padding and dubbed the 811.

A furious legal battle ensued, each 
mega-brand accusing the other of theft. You 
could almost hear Ponti chuckling from 
beyond the grave.

Throughout his prolific 60-year career, 
Giovanni “Gio” Ponti imbued all he touched 
with an ebullience that would become 
synonymous with la dolce vita. That two 
manufacturing giants should tussle over 
ownership of a 60-year-old seat is testimony 
to his enduring power to excite.

An architect by training, Ponti completed 
public and private buildings in 13 countries, 
from an aerodynamic villa in Caracas, 
Venezuela, to a fortress-like department 
store in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. His 
home town of Milan boasts innumerable 
office and apartment blocks covered in 
Ponti’s intensely coloured, faceted ceramics 
which make the otherwise austere city 
sparkle poetically whenever it rains.

He also designed limited-edition and 
industrial products for some 120 companies, 
including silverware for Christofle, ceramic 

vessels for Ginori and the iconic, horn-
shaped “La Cornuta” espresso machine for 
La Pavoni.

Ponti was as enamoured of history as he 
was drawn to modernity: in 1941, for 
example, he painted an eight-metre-high 
neoclassical allegory depicting man’s pursuit 
of knowledge in the grand stairwell of the 
16th-century Palazzo del Bo at the University 
of Padua; 15 years later he designed Milan’s 
first skyscraper, the sleek, 32-storey Pirelli 
Tower, a concrete and glass incarnation of 
Italy’s postwar economic boom.

“By designing the contours of another 
possible world that is both poetic and 
practical, light and bright, he embodied the 
continuity of a heritage that still fascinates 
us today,” says Olivier Gabet, curator of the 

Tutto Ponti retrospective currently on show 
at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in Paris. 
Baget believes Ponti is the legitimate heir to 
the Renaissance tradition, an artist who 
designed everything from machinery to 
furniture, frescos to tiny enamel animals. 
“He is the Leonardo or Michelangelo in his 
field, from the overall whole down to the 
very last detail,” says Gabet.

Like Da Vinci, Ponti was a writer of 
sacred texts, although his were enshrined in 
Domus – the design magazine he founded in 
1928 and which he would edit (with a 
hiatus during World War II) until the year 
before this death. In all he led 560 issues, 
penning at least one article for each of them, 
and using its pages to champion artist and 
designer friends such as Carlo Mollino, 
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Piero Fornasetti, Osvaldo Borsani and 
Lucio Fontana; little known then, legends 
today. Domus is a handcrafted archive that 
traces the grand arc of 20th-century design 
from the neoclassical Novecento Italiano 
style favoured by Mussolini to the early 
agitations of postmodernism as championed 
by Ponti’s successor on the masthead, 
Alessandro Mendini, a founding member of 
the iconoclastic Memphis movement. Many 
of its rarest issues are assembled as a mosaic 
for Tutto Ponti.

As for the D.156.3 – as it is now forever 
known, Molteni&C having staved off 
Cassina in the courts – it is particularly 
significant because Ponti designed it 
specifically for the X Triennale di Milano in 
1954, widely considered the watershed event 
in the Italian furniture industry, the moment 
that would mark the shift from pre-war 
artist’s atelier to postwar mass industrial 
production. The Milan Furniture Fair was 
inaugurated in September 1961 and would 
dominate the global furniture market for the 
rest of the 20th century, and into the 21st.

In many ways, the D.156.3, with its 
criss-cross latticed back, kinky like a corset, 
embodied the move from the sensuality of 
handcrafted work by the likes of Mollino to 
the slick aerodynamic lines of a nascent 
Space Age design. Typically, Ponti had his 
finger right on the pulse and the D.156.3 is 
the very embodiment of “the Italian 
Miracle”, a little bit of history for the home. 
Well worth fighting for. l
Tutto Ponti: Gio Ponti, Archi-Designer, Musée des Arts 
Décoratifs, Paris, until February 10.
Molteni&C is available at Hub Furniture showrooms.

PONTI, THE PROLIFIC
A retrospective of Italian polymath Gio Ponti in Paris highlights the value in owning a piece of him.

Top, left to right: La Pavoni 
coffee machine; silverware 

for Christofle; stairwell at the 

University of Padua.

Right: Ponti’s D.156.3 armchair.


